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Non-profit bringing 
programming 

opportunities to rural 
communities in 

Appalachia

Mined Minds

Consultancy employing 
Appalachian software 

developers



Up to 94% of 
coal jobs have 

been lost 
between 2011 & 

2016

For every coal 
mining job lost 5 

other jobs are 
affected



Meanwhile in tech…



“The U.S. Department of 
Labor has said 1.4 million 
unfilled software 
development — software 
development alone — 1.4 
million unfilled jobs by 
2020. So the skills gap is 
real,” Richard Burke, CEO 
of Chicago-based Envoy 
Global 
 





Economics

vs







What does a  
coal miner 

do?

https://youtu.be/N8hXAGNfQmU?t=2m34s
https://youtu.be/N8hXAGNfQmU?t=2m34s


To power 1 lightbulb for a 
year requires  

716 lbs of coal



To power Chicago 
for 1 year requires 

about 
70 Trump towers full 

of coal









“AI, robots and 
automation could 
replace humans in 
the food services 
industry "by the mid 
[2020s].” 
    -Greg Creed, 
Yum Brands CEO

“Robots could 
replace 1.7 million 
American truckers 
in the next 
decade.” 

    -Natalie 
Kitroeff, Los 

Angeles Times





Define Success

Trainees 

-> will not have debt from training 

-> gain employment within the tech industry  

-> have skills to grow sustainable career



Hypothesis: It’s easier to 
learn as part of a group.

[Hypothesis]





How do we determine if someone with no coding 
experience is a potential candidate for coding?





Code together





What are we 
teaching?



[Hypothesis]

Learn the fundamentals;
the rest will change anyway.









Flexible Stack









Life after “bootcamp”











Hypothesis: given a community 
has a group of skilled 

software developers, it can 
attract work to employ them 



[Hypothesis]





Compete with offshore



In order for all of this work to be 
sustainable, we need an entire ecosystem 

to support a tech hub



Partner with colleges



Partner with high schools



[Hypothesis]
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So what have we 
learned?



Staged pathway into 
tech is possible



If we don’t know, we 
don’t say no, and 

anything is possible!



People learn at different paces: 
does not correlate with 

intelligence



Multiplier effect



Coding ability is only a 
small indicator of 

success in coding career

  Everything Else

Coding



We aren’t currently 
raising lifelong 

collaborative learners



What can you do to help 
create a society of life 

long learners?
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